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In MemoriamIn MemoriamIn MemoriamIn MemoriamIn Memoriam
This transcription and the accompanying

CDROM is a small tribute to the l ate Richard

Kieninger who devoted his life toward the

upliftment of mankind. Calling to the world

through the message in his book, The Ultimate

Frontier, he showed those who were looking for a

better way of life how to build and govern the

intentional communities of Stelle, Illinois and

Adelphi, Texas. The need for a more peaceful and

respectful way of life is evidenced by the fact that

both these towns are alive and well to this day.

Thank you!
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The Nation of God

A discussion with

Richard Kieninger

In Pursuit of The Ultimate Frontier

Introduction
CHARLEY JONES: Hello and welcome once again to the
program, “In Pursuit of the Ultimate Frontier,” We will take as
our basis for our discussion today information released in a book
entitled, The Ultimate Frontier. And, we have the author of The
Ultimate Frontier, Richard Kieninger here with us. We might
make the note that The Ultimate Frontier was written under
Richard’s pen-name, Eklal Kueshana. Richard, good day and
welcome to the program.

RICHARD KIENINGER: Thank you, Charley.

CJ: Our subject for discussion today is the Nation of God.
Richard, perhaps you could set the scope for today’s discussion
by expanding a bit on the term, “Nation of God.”
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RK: We use the term, “Nation of God,” instead of “Kingdom
of God” mainly because we are not likely to have anything like a
kingdom again. Kingdom is used to designate a large, political
organization which was probably the largest thing that people
had in the days that the Bible was being written to refer to. Really,
it is a nation, not ruled over by God, but called the Nation of
God because people will, by that time, learned what it is that
God’s Laws are and be living in accord with those laws. The
Brotherhoods have been observing and recording those laws for
thousands of years. There would be people working with the
Law instead of stumbling around accidentally in opposition to
it.

Many people think of the Nation of God as being something
which comes down out of heaven like a latter-day Eden where
no one has to work anymore, where everything is blissful and
beautiful. There is wealth which nobody has to earn because it is
just there. If they thought about it, they would realize that that is
really not possible. There is no such thing as a free lunch. But,
nevertheless, it seems to be what people are anticipating if such
a thing occurs and if they are a part of it.

The 144,000
Back in the older parts of the Bible, they speak of the Elect as
being those who would be allowed to live in the Nation of God.
Jewish people, at that time, thought that these 144,000 would be
true believers of Judaism. Now that the Christian sect of Judaism
has evolved to a rather large organization, the Christians seem
to fell that the 144,000 will be Christian. And, of course, there
are many sects within Christianity who believe that all of the
144,000 will come from there particular small sect. Actually, the
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144,000 will be selected from people from around the entire world
of every race and every traditional belief. It has to do more with
their evolution, spiritually, rather than that predominant religion
of that land that they live in.

Precursors to the Nation of God
CJ: Aside from the heavenly city being offered out of the
clouds, humans are going to have to build what humans want to
use. How will this be done?

RK: There are pilot communities which are being setup around
the world, Stelle and Adelphi being in the United States, where
people have an opportunity to test these laws of God, find that
they do work, accomplish tasks which are building toward a finer
kind of civilization, prosper, and prove to themselves that they
have the ability to do this. Also, under the Brotherhoods’
guidance, learn how to develop themselves to the point where
they are initiated into the Brotherhoods, because it is only
Brothers who will be allowed into the first city of the Nation of
God.

The Nation of God in Prophecy
Now, the Nation of God, Nostradamus, the great French prophet,
prophesizes that the Nation of God would begin in the year 2002.
And, the Great Pyramid at Gizeh has its prophecy that it will
begin in October of 2001. Of course, it will be built in the ashes
of great destruction world-wide, wherein only, perhaps, only five-
hundred million human beings are left alive after the cataclysms
and the wars—
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CJ: Less than a tenth of the world’s population?

RK: I know that sounds rather horrendous, but that what has
been prophesized. Nostradamus sees that as a beautiful nation, a
Golden Age beginning after the tremendous destruction and the
wars of Armageddon. The sibyl who made prophecies in ancient
Rome were much studied and respected in classical Rome and
they, too, spoke of the fate of the modern age. They foresaw that
there was going to be great destruction followed by a new order
of things. This is how they foresaw the future age to begin at the
end of our century. I quote, “The Kingdom of God shall come
under good men. For the Earth, which is the producer of all things,
shall yield to men the best and infinite fruit, and the cities shall
be full of good men, and the fields shall be fruitful, and there
shall be no more wars, but there shall be great peace in all the
Earth. And one king shall live in friendship with another until
the end of the age. And, the immortals who live in the heavens
and adorns that stars shall give common law to all men and all
the Earth, and instruct men what things must be done, for his is
the only God and there is no other. And, he shall burn the great
strength of men with fire. And, he shall raise a kingdom forever
over all men when he has given his holy law to the righteous to
all whom he promised the world as a blessing and all joy and
eternal mind and eternal cheerfulness. Out of every country they
shall bring incense and gifts to the houses of the great gods, and
generations of men that are to come call him the son of the great
god, and there shall be great just riches for men, and the
government of the great god shall be just judgment.”

This was said in a nation which certainly would be considered
pagan by Christians. There were no Christians at the time that
these prophecies were made.
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CJ: What is the date on these?

RK: They are from shortly before the Christian era. They,
obviously, talk about Christ, here, and His promise. This nation
of which they speak is here on Earth.

CJ: The terminology of the prophecy is fascinating. They use
terminology familiar to modern-day people.

Preparations for the Nation of God
CJ: Given that there will be great destruction much of the
preparation for the Kingdom of God will have to be made before
that destruction comes, because raw materials and the means to
process those raw materials will not be readily accessible to the
wide world.

RK: That is very much so.

CJ: So, what kind of preparations will be made such that raw
materials and the access to the means to process those raw
materials will be had by the people who survive the disaster?

RK: We have plans to stockpile those things. As well as machine
tools, so they will be available. We are going to have to survive
on a former ocean bed, and that’s not going to be very easy. The
former ocean bottom is going to be loaded with salt, and so it’s
not going to very usable for growing crops right at first. It’s going
to take awhile before anybody can walk on that new-formed land,
because it is going to be pretty oozy material. It has to dry out to
a certain extent. Earthworms are going to have to get in there
and do their magic along with various kinds of bacteria.
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CJ: So, this points to the storage of food as well as raw material?

RK: Yes, but it’s not so much a matter of storage of food, but
rather having a technology to grow food, hydroponically, in a
controlled environment. There isn’t going to be any greenhouses
able to withstand the earthquakes so, therefore, all these things
are going to have to be rebuilt. Food will probably have to be
stockpiled. We’ll probably need to have a two-years supply of
food stashed away in underground vaults to sustain the
earthquakes, the fallout of volcanic ash, the noxious gases that
are spewed forth by volcanoes, the extremely high winds and
dust. No structures will be able to withstand that. Everything
has to be started again from scratch.

CJ: Perhaps we should clarify a point. Higher intelligence has
nothing to do with the oncoming apocalypse, right? They are not
causing it.

RK: No. They have foreseen that it is a natural outworking of
the geological forces within the Earth, and making Their plan to
coincide with it.

Government in the Nation of God
CJ: We discussed the form of government at Stelle and Adelphi
at other time as being a participatory democracy, and I presume
the Kingdom of God will be the same.

RK: Yes it is. It is definitely going to be a democracy. But there,
they will be dealing with people who are at the very least Initiates
in the Brotherhoods and have the intelligence and the wisdom to
be able to govern themselves, which is not necessarily the case
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of all citizens who have the right to vote today, wherever they
may be in the world. It is very important that mankind be free to
make his own decisions, to take responsibility, karmically
speaking, for the decisions he does make as individuals, and they
have an opportunity, then, to try out many different things to see
if they do work, to experiment and grow as a result of the
knowledge they gained thereby.

Surviving the Cataclysm
CJ: What preparations are Stelle and Adelphi making to survive
such a holocaust?

RK: Well, it’s our plan to construct aircraft that would lift us
above the destruction that’s occurring on the surface: the
earthquakes, the tidal waves, the high winds. We would maintain
position about fourteen miles above the surface of the Earth,
which is just about twice as high as commercial aircraft fly today.
Then we would have ready-made places of shelter when we return
to the surface, which would be on the newly risen continent where
we will be starting the Nation of God; the Great Island of the
West, of which Isaiah spoke.

CJ: Due to the nature of the apocalypse you won’t have to
contend with other people to protect your technology.

RK: Correct. We will not have to do that. There would be no
interference from other people, because we would be completely
isolated from them.

CJ: Now, you’re fairly certain that you know a couple of places
where there will not be such destruction that you can’t get to
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your store of supplies? If there’s tidal waves you will have to dig
through the debris, if there’s mud—well, that much is obvious.

RK: Well, we may have that to deal with, but primarily the
location that I have been instructed to place these supplies and
to start the city, which is to be sometime about the middle of this
decade, will end up high and dry, because the ocean will drain
away from that area rather than washing it over. That continent
has risen and fallen in the past just like the other continents have.
It just happens to be its turn this time to come out of the Pacific.
That action has really begun already. During the past twenty years,
or so, there have been many different actions on the seafloor
where it’s been measured that the seafloor has become much
more shallow.

CJ: Richard, you’re description of the use of airships to take a
certain number of people out of harm’s way, as it were, reminds
me of descriptions in the Bible wherein the elect disappear off
the face of the Earth before the day of doom is at hand.

RK: That is mentioned in the Bible. Of course, to speak of the
flying machines in those days would be considered pretty strange.
It does also mentioned that these persons would be returned again
to the Earth to start the Nation of God.

CJ: And, if there has been that much seismic rearrangement,
you could consider it a new Earth.

RK: Right. Even the Moon will seem rise and set in different
areas than it did before, because of the sliding of the Earth’s
surface to a new position.
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CJ: We are talking about continental crust actually moving over
the semi-plastic under-layer, here right?

RK: Right.

Life in the Nation of God
CJ: We touched on this on another of the shows we have done.
Why don’t we talk about living in the Kingdom of God? Can
you give us some possible perspectives on the day-to-day
existence and how it will differ from our Twentieth Century,
Western effort at civilizing?

RK: Christ returns about a thousand years from now. He will
be returning to a body similar to that described in a letter to the
Hebrews wherein He doesn’t have a mother or father. He is
suddenly created and He will live for a thousand years helping
to guide the Nation of God in the direction it’s supposed to go.

CJ: I believe the phrase is, “Without father, without mother,
made like unto a Son of God.”

RK: That is correct. The reason why you can refer to him as the
Son of God is because that ties in with references which have
been made for literally thousands of years back. Long before
Moses was around. This is something that is part of a plan that
true prophets have been able to pickup on for a long time. About
eight-hundred years after Armageddon is when I would like to
talk about, because I think it would be more understandable.

The Nation, after Melchizedek returns, will be so completely
different. It’s as if we would be talking about people from another
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planet, even though those people are us. We who are alive today
who made up the populace of ancient Lemuria which lasted for
fifty-thousand years using those same Laws of God to produce
incredible plenty and peace.

CJ: Many people envision the Nation of God as a place where
someone plays a harp all day. If this is going to be here on the
Earth, there is going to be industries, businesses, obviously.

RK: And schools, governments—

CJ: But, the observation of karma will allow business to be
pursued in a totally different way, won’t it?

RK: Because everybody will have been trained in that, yes.
Education is the key to the success of the Nation of God. If you
have to have laws to force people to do that which is not in their
perception to do naturally, then you’re not going to be successful.
When everybody behaves in a way that they know is best, then
the children observe only that which is best. When the rules by
which to govern one’s life in a way that it is always beneficial to
oneself and to everyone around you are made known and
understandable, then everyone will say, then why do it any other
way when is already shown to be the best?

CJ: I’ve read somewhere that after the point at which the
kingdom comes, rulers will not be necessary to invoke or enforce
the law, because the law will be written on the hearts of the people
that make up the kingdom.
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RJ: That’s very beautifully put. Actually, the actually the age
of rulers is almost at an end. The age of religion is almost at an
end.

CJ: I’m sure there are several thousand people listening to what
we are saying here. You speak about the end of religion and I’m
sure they are horrified.

RJ: Well, it will put an end to priesthoods and intercessors
between us and God. It means that each of us will stand
individually before God, and have the strength to do that because
you know that what you are doing is correct.

There are going to be industrial cities. There has to be if you’re
going to have all of the benefits of society. You have to have
ways of producing those physical things which are of benefit to
us. We have spoken in another program that the work week is
likely to be sixteen hours long. A person works for two days, six
hours each day, and that then allows three shifts of workers two
days each to fulfill the six-day week. There can be night shifts,
also. This cuts down on the amount of capital that has to be
invested in order to provide a good living for all the people who
are living in the Nation.

Industrial pollution will, essentially, come to an end. Clean energy
sources, primarily solar energy and also magnetic motors, which
derive energy directly from the neutrino sea will cut down on
pollution. Petroleum and coal will be used as carbon sources for
organic chemicals instead of burning them up, because once you
burn them up they are gone. Nuclear power will be simply be
absolutely outlawed anywhere in the world, at that time.
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The problems of pollution were things that were encountered by
Lemuria and Atlantis, both, when they setup their industrial
systems. After several hundred years, they realized that something
drastic had to be done in order to clean up their environment,
and made the necessary adjustments and purified the
environment. They boiled all of sewage effluence, so it was
distilled water that was returned to the streams. You could drink
right out of the streams, and fish had no problem living in them.
But, that requires tremendous amounts of energy, and that meant
that they had found a system of providing a great deal of energy
for almost no cost. Our Earth is bathed with a thousand times
more energy by the Sun every day than we could ever use in all
of our industrial societies put together. It is just a way of
harnessing it that’s necessary. Those breakthroughs will come in
the next few centuries. Many of those inventions have been
preserved, with working models, from thousands of years back
that the Brotherhoods have got under Their jurisdiction. The
interesting thing about it is that we already know how to do most
all of it. It’s just a matter of people not doing it now because of
the expense involved. The superb health and the well-being of
everyone would result from cleaning up the environment and
keeping it perfectly clean. Not using insecticides in all of the
food, because people are becoming more and more sensitive to
those things. Petrochemicals have proliferated to such an extent
that people are becoming allergic to things that they should never
ever have to be allergic to.

The people in the Nation of God will be relaxed and much more
content and happier due to lack of anxiety. Everything will be
ordered and people will know what to do and how to do it so
there’s not this breakneck haste that comes from poor planning
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and some people dropping the ball, not doing the things they are
supposed to do. That just is not consistent with spiritual
advancement. The big cities, even the industrial cities, would be
places of peace and quiet undisturbed by roaring buses, the aircraft
that we have today that come buzzing along every so often. Again
we will be able to live in the cities and hear birds and be aware
of nature immediately surrounding us all the time. Of course,
those cities will be built with the idea of keeping nature right in
the cities. The cities will be limited in size, so they won’t go
over a quarter million. Keeping everything, essentially, as garden
cities uplifts everybody. Technology does not have to dominate
us. Technology is something to be used.

Economics in the Nation of God
CJ: I was just about to ask that question. Many people have
assumed that for humans to exist at an advanced technological
level they have to be willing to accept the encroachment of that
technology in their lives.

RK: That’s just to save money. All of us could have as much
today by working just sixteen hours instead of forty hours if two
things were kept down to a minimum: (1) interest on money,
which is loaned out and the other is (2) taxes. I think we have
spoken before that in the Nation of God that there will be no
such things as taxes. People will pay out of their pockets, free
will, about a tenth of their income in order to cover all the services
that they receive from the Commonwealth, because they will
aware of karmic law and wouldn’t want to get into a situation
where they getting something for nothing. Most of us have no
idea how much interest boosts the cost of everything. Every time
a company borrows money that is passed along to the consumer.
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It’s hidden. Arabs are not permitted to charge interest on anything
if they live according to the Koran, so their banks, as a matter of
fact, do not charge interest in those countries. If we were able to
do that in our Western society, it would eliminate about two-
thirds on the cost of everything. About two-thirds of all the profits
of our economy is skimmed off the top for the cost of borrowing
money.

CJ: Let me ask you this. If you have a large amount of money
and you allow someone else the use of it, are you not entitled to
a bit of the proceeds from that usage?

RK: According to our system we certainly are. But, in ancient
Lemuria and the Nation of God, it will be outlawed. We spoke
before of inflation being caused, in large measure, by the
governments spending more money than it takes in. Therefore,
it creates money which nobody has earned. It is hard to think, I
suppose, of a system which is run so well, the costs are kept so
low, that a person only needs to work sixteen hours a week in
order to earn a good living.

CJ: It is, indeed, hard to conceive of a good living resulting
from sixteen hours a week of work.

RK: Right. But, most things wear out too soon. We know how
to build an automobile today that could last one-hundred years.
An automobile engineer that I know told me that it would cost
approximately twice as much to produce such an automobile
that would last one-hundred years instead of five years.

CJ: Which does bring up the question, would people be willing
to pay twenty-thousand dollars for an automobile that would last
that long?
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RK: I would dare say that in the Nation of God that they would
be willing to do so. But, there the cost is down because you
don’t have middlemen, you don’t have markup, you don’t have
salesmen, and you don’t have interest. That should knock off at
least half the cost.

CJ: Consider the wealth the United States would have if every
Chevrolet that rolled off the line could last one-hundred years.
That car could be resold every ten or fifteen or twenty years just
like a good house. It would make money for everyone that owned
it by holding its value.

RK: In ancient Lemuria, a house lasted ten to twenty-thousand
years.

CJ: It’s difficult for me as a Twentieth Century man to consider
a place where nuance and detail are commonly observed and
taken into consideration in doing something.

RK: And, just think of the tremendous personal gratification
engineers and craftsmen derive from making a product which is
just the best that they could possibly do. You can’t help but be
proud of each piece that comes off the assembly line.

Actually, these aren’t things that I’ve conceived of. These are
things which were told to me by my Teachers from information
that They have received from Their superiors. This is just seen
as history in the future; what actually will come about as a result
of human beings trying to do their best all the time. People want
to serve other people and they want to serve them well. I just
don’t know if you remember the neighborhood meat market and
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the neighborhood bakery where you dealt with the people who
were actually doing the work, because you had that person-to-
person contact. Just the shear fun of working with one another,
pleasing other people, seeing your customer, feeling responsible
to your customer—

Closing
CJ: The spirit of communing that is the word, “community.”
So, the entire Nation of God depends on the success of the Stelle
and Adelphi project?

RK: To a great extent, it does. Yes.

CJ: And, attracting people with the abilities to master the
various technologies that will have to be used to preserve
humanity through the coming apocalypse?

RK: We need so many different kinds of skills in these pilot
communities as well as in the Nation of God that whatever one
does well, there will be a need for.

CJ: Richard, a wide and differently perspected idea of survival
and society. The Nation of God!

Thank you for being with us, once again.

RK: As usual, it was enjoyable talking with you, Charley.

CJ: And, myself to you, sir.
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We use the term, “Nation of God,” instead of “Kingdom of
God” mainly because we are not likely to have anything like
a kingdom again. Really, it is a nation, not ruled over by God,
but called the Nation of God because people will, by that time,
learned what it is that God’s Laws are and be living in accord
with those laws. The Brotherhoods have been observing and
recording those laws for thousands of years. There would be
people working with the Law instead of stumbling around
accidentally in opposition to it.

Many people think of the Nation of God as being something
which comes down out of heaven like a latter-day Eden where
no one has to work anymore, where everything is blissful
and beautiful. There is wealth which nobody has to earn
because it is just there. If they thought about it, they would
realize that that is really not possible. There is no such thing
as a free lunch.

The people in the Nation of God will be relaxed and much
more content and happier due to lack of anxiety. Everything
will be ordered and people will know what to do and how to
do it. The big cities, even the industrial cities, would be places
of peace and quiet undisturbed by roaring buses, the aircraft
that we have today that come buzzing along every so often.
Again we will be able to live in the cities and hear birds and
be aware of nature immediately surrounding us all the time.
Of course, those cities will be built with the idea of keeping
nature right in the cities. The cities will be limited in size, so
they won’t go over a quarter million. Keeping everything,
essentially, as garden cities uplifts everybody. Technology does
not have to dominate us. Technology is something to be used.


